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Results of testing a three-dimensional nodal discr e ordinates method on 
problems of interest in well logging are presented. Tests on an (x-y-z) 
benchmark logging problem show that the lineari, surface nodal method 
performs significantly better than the conventional linear diamond scheme. 
For the problems studied, the nodal method reqtkres ten-fold less mesh 
and two-fold fewer discrete directions than the d e a r  diamond method. 
The latter method also exhibits a large sensitivity to the number of discrete 
directions used. Tests on an actual 
problem show that the rectangular geometry 
nodal method can be used to adequately 
of the problem. 
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Government or any agency thereof. 
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on the same geometry was utilized in each case as 
In the second problem, the nodal and the Monte 

1 Introduction 

I/ a numerical experiment. 
Carlo methods are com- 



culations does not include this effect while the Monte Carlo library does. 

2 The b d a l  Method 
The basic metfiod was described in references [l] and [2]. Briefly, the sys- 
tem is decomposed into homogeneous spatial cells or nodes, in each of which 
the (x-y-z) gedmetry, multigroup Boltzmann transport equation is multi- 
plied [2] successively by Legendre polynomials in] y and z, for example, 
and integrated' to yield an x-channel differential equation. This equation 
is then solved , to  obtain the x-channel surface moments equations. The 
node-interior spatial moments equations are obtained in a similar manner 
and the procedure is repeated in y- and z-channels. Retention of only the 
zeroth and first order terms in these equations yields the linear surface- 
linear interior (L-L) system of equations used in LENA3D. In each node, 
13 variables, S, surface moments and 4 interior moments, are solved for. 
The angular variables are discretized in the usual manner. The scattering 
source term is treated by the Legendre polynomial and spherical harmonics 
expansions of the angular dependence of the kernel and the initial- direction 
flux, coupled with the discrete ordinates assumption. In three dimensions, 
there are (L+1)2 angular moments, with Lth order 'anisotropy, for each of 
the spatial moments per node. 

I 

I '  

I /  3 Numerical Testing 

3.1 I '  3-D (x-y-z) ,Benchmark Logging': [Problem With a 
Neutron Source I i /  

1' 1i 
The configuration [3] modeled is displayed in Figure 1, with a reflecting 
boundary in the near (x-z) plane. The formation is limestone (CaC03) 
with a water-filled porosity of 20 porosity units (pu). The sonde consists of 
stainless steel k d  the borehole contains water. TWO detector locations, D1 
and D2, designlated as near and far detectors respectively, were considered. 
A 1 cm3 isotropic neutron source in the energy r+ge 11.052 - 8.187 MeV 
is placed in the sonde adjacent to the formation.]fFor each porosity two 
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Monte Carlo calculations, one for each of the detectors, were performed 
with the MCNP code [SI. In each case the weight window generator of 
the code was used to optimize the respective weights with a preliminary 
set of calculations. The LENASD calculations wed performed using a 13 
energy group (11.052 MeV - 0.414 eV) cross section set derived from the 
VITAMIN-C library [SI. The convergence criterion was set at lo-' for the 
point flues. 

Sensitivity studies were performed using 4 em A d  2 cm mesh sizes with 
combinations of PI and1 Ps scattering anisotropy, and s 6  and s 8  quadratures 
(S4 quadrature was found inadequate). Table I chrnpares the results of 
the nodal and linear diamond SN calculations with 'those from the MCNP 
calculations. The table also displays the ratio of1 the fluxes in the two 
detectors. This ratio is an important parameter in well logging technology. 
It is seen that for both 4 em and 2 cm mesh sizes, ithe near detector flux, 
with the nodal method, was within 4-6% of its Monte Carlo counterpart 
while the far detector nodal flux was within 7%. This  a 4 cm mesh appears 
adequate for the nodal'method in this problem. Tde nodal results exhibit 
a small sensitivity when the quadrature order is changed from s6  to s8 (2- 
3% in the near detector and 1.6% in the far detector). This is important 

in s8, yielding a 60% reduction in the number of1 calculations required. 
Changing the order of ecattering anisotropy from IPI to Ps had a larger 
effect (4-5% inithe near and 8.4% in the far detectorj!. Incidentally, the best 
agreement was provided by the PI'S6 combination! However, the method 
and cross section differences between the Monte Carlo and the deterministic 
calculations presented here affect the absolute answer. Consequently, the 
range of the sensitivititp using various discretization approximations in the 
deterministic methods, rather than the absolute proximity of their results 

The linear diamond,method with the 4 cm mesh yields the near detector 
flux to within approximately 8% of the MCNP vafue while the far detec- 
tor flux is negative with s 6  quadrature, and nearly 87% different with Se 
quadrature. Both these large differences in the far detector flux were due 
to the large error in the group 1 flux. MCNP results show that the flux 
in group 1 is only 3% of the total flux in the detector. However, when the 
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since the s6 set contains 48 discrete directions in/ I) 3-D, compared to 80 
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to the Monte Carlo results, are of greater relevance. II 
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group 1 flux waa excluded from the total, the difference with the MCNP 
value was still large ( 74% and 77% respectively with S6 and S8 quadra- 
tures). Thus, a 4 em mesh is inadequate with the linear diamond method 
in this problem. With a 2 cm mesh and P1-Se combination, the near and 
far fluxes were within 2.1% and 30.2% of their rdpective MCNP values. 
Using the P1-Ss combination with this mesh, the corresponding differences 
were 0.7% and 6.7%. With P3 scattering and s6l quadrature, the results 
were within 6.4% and 25.5% respectively, while with the P& combina- 
tion these were within 2.3% and 0.9% of their corredponding MCNP values. 
Thus, unlike the nodal method, the linear diamond scheme shows a large 
sensitivity to changing the quadrature order from;'& to S8 with both PI 
and P3 order scattering anisotropy. The effect of changing the order of 
scattering anisotropy was 4 5 %  in this method. The results presented in- 
dicate that in this problem a 4 cm mesh with P1 kattering order and s6  

quadrature would be adequate for the nodal method, while a 2 cm mesh 
with P3 scattering anisotropy and S8 quadrature L needed by the linear 
diamond method to yield comparable results. 

3.2 3-D (x-y-e) Benchmark Logging Problem With a 
Photon Source 

An isotropic photon Bource in the energy range 700 - 600 KeV waa used in 
the configuration of the problem in Figure 1. Again! a high precision Monte 
Carlo calculation with MCNP was used as a numerical experiment. A 12 
energy group (700 - 45 KeV) subset of the gamma!ilibrary of VITAMIN-C 
was utilized in the deterministic calculations with'LENA3D. 

A sensitivity study similar to that for the neutron problem was per- 
formed here as well. Table I1 displays the results. I p  the nodal scheme, the 
near and far detector photon fluxes changed by 10% and 30% respectively 
when the mesh was change from 4 cm to 2 cm. When the order of scatter- 
ing anisotropy was changed from P1 to P3, the fluxes in the two detectors 
changed by nearly 25% and 20% respectively for both mesh sizes. With the 
4 cm mesh, the s6  quadrature results were within 1-3% in the near and ap- 
proximately 1% in the far detector of their corresqpnding Sa values. With 
a 2 cm mesh these differences were 1-2% and 3-4% respectively. Thus, as 
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in the neutron problem, the method exhibits a relatively small sensitivity 
to the order of the quadrature set. Incidentally, the closest agreement with 
the MCNP results were obtained with a 2 cm mesh, P3 scattering, and Sa 
quadrat we. 

Table I1 also displays the most detailed linear d i k o n d  calculation with 
a 2 cm mesh, P3 scattering, and Sa quadrature. Since the results exhibit 
a large difference, and tests with lower order quajdrature and scattering 
anisotropy showed wide fluctuations, this method appears to be unaccept- 
able. 

3.3 The CNT-A Tool 
This problem is used to address the twin issues of curved boundary repre- 
sentation and the treatment of the thermal neutronlicross section of hydro- 
gen, and demonstrate the applicability of the nod41 method in an actual 
logging problem. ITo avoid method differences, the two issues were initially 
addressed with Monte Carlo calculations. LENA3D nodal calculations were 
then done to evaluate its performance relative to the Monte Carlo results 
using corresponding boundary and cross section approximations. 

The most detailed Monte Carlo (MCNP) calculations were performed 
using an eccentered cylindrical configuration, witu the S(a,p)  treatment 
in the code turned on to account for the thermallineutron scattering by 
molecules in hydrogen. Since excellent agreement with measured data was 
obtained by this model, for clarity, it will be used the reference for exam- 
ining the issues raised above. To address the of handling the curved 
boundary with a Cartesian geometry, the was represented by 
a series of rectdgular steps or MCNP calculations 
repeated. As seen in Figure 2, near detector re- 
sponse was underestimated by pu respectively. 
These differenceslwere within which had 
relative errors of 2%. Similar 

To evaluate the effect of 
thermal cross section of hydrogen, the cylindrical 

As ehown in Figure 2, the 0 pu 

MCNP cal- 
culations were repeated with the S(a,P)  
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estimated by 9.8% while it was overestimated by nearly the same amount 
at 40 pu, thereby reducing the porosity sensitivity considerably. These dif- 
ferences are well beyond 20 of the reference results. The differences were 
even greater at the far detector. Similar results were obtained with the 
etaircased geometry without the S(a,P)  treatment. 

The staircased using a 9 
VITAMIN-C li- 

mesh, s6 quadrature, 
displays the porosity 

variation of the near detector with all results 
normalized at '13.2 pu. At 0 pu the nodal result'+ the near detector is 
-19% while at 40 pu it is within 3% of the staircked, no S(a,p) MCNP 
value. Consequently, the LENA3D-generated near ldetector responses were 
-27.9% at  0 pu and 10% at 40 pu relative to thdreference (cylindrical, 
S(a ,P) )  MCNP values. The corresponding staircaked, no S(a,P)  MCNP 
results are -11.9% and 7.5%. Thus, in the porosity J k g e  13 - 40 pu (which 
is of most interest in well logging), the nodal method yields results with 
acceptable precision relative to the Monte Carlo met!hod with the compara- 
ble approximation in the boundary representation &d the thermal neutron 
cross section treatment. Similar trends were seen at the far detector. The 
large underestimation by the deterministic method 0 pu was also seen by 
others [4] in the tw-dimensional calculation with ,the DOT code [7] using 

group library (one thermal 
brary and contains no S(a,p) treatment. A 
and PI scattering anisotropy were 

I " 

II the same cross section set. 
The nodal SN method with a convergence crit 

hours of CPU time with the s6 calculation folloi 
lution in groups 69 .  This requirement was reducl 
coarse-mesh rebalance. The MCNP calculations, w 
timization included, totalled nearly 6 hours for bot 
errors at the near and the far detectors were 2% a 

I1 :ion of IO-' required 4 
,brig a converged Sz s- 
d to 2 - 2.5 hours with 
I1 th the initial weight op- 
Ideteetors. The relative 
\d 3% respectively. 
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4 Conclusions 
The analysis presented here leads to the following observations: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

With a high precision Monte Carlo calculation as a numerical bench- 
mark, the three-dimensional nodal SN methodiqerformed significantly 
better than the conventional linear diamond 'difference scheme in the 
(x-y-z) benchmark logging problem with both neutron and photon 
sources. The linear diamond scheme in general yielded unacceptable 
results even !with an order of magnitude more ,mesh cells than used in 
the nodal scheme. An SS quadrature was sufficient in both the neutron 
and the photon problems tested using the nodal method. PI scatter- 
ing anisotropy appeared adequate in the neutron problem whereas at 
least a P3 approximation was needed in the photon problem. 

The staircased rectangular geometry used in the nodal method ade- ,_ 

quately represents the eccentered cylindrical geometry arising in well 
logging configurations. 

Inclusion of the molecular effects in treating the thermal neutron cross 
sections of hydrogen is important in modeling the thermal neutron 
logging device considered here. The Monte Ca!rlo calculations showed 
that without the S(a,p) treatment, the porosity sensitivity is reduced 
and is similar to the nodal results which do not contain this effect. 
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We have demonstrated 

priate cross section library 
calculational technique in both 
the method yield$ fluxes (or their 
will provide a significant advantage in 
large 3-D multidetector logging systems. The can be coupled to 
the Monte Carlo technique so that the initial is done by 
it followed by Monte Carlo calculations in 
for geometric complexities. I 1  
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Figure 1. A Three-Dimensional (x-y-z) 
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Figure 2. Effects of Rectangular Geometry and ' Molecular Treatment of Thermal Croee-Section 
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Table I. Benchmark Logging (IProblern 
Neutron Source, 20 P.U. 

MCNP 

LENA3D LL 
4cm P1 S6 
4cm P3 S6 
4cm P3 S8 

2cmP1 S6 , 
2cm P3 S6 
2cm P3 S8 

LENA3D LD 
4cm P1 S6 
4cm P1 S8 

2cm P1 S6 
2cm P1 S8 
2cm P3 S6 
2cm P3 S8 

Near Detector 1 
Flux 

1.03463-1 
I 

1.04309-1 
9.97822-2 
1.01681-1 

1.025 5 5- 1 
9.76367-2 
1.00695- 1 

1.1 1277- 1 
1.11977-1 

1.01325-1 
1.04206 1 
9.6848&2 
1.01093-1 

n/a 

(+0.8%) 
(-3.6%) 
(-1.7%) 

(-0.9%) 
(-5.6%) 
(-2.7 %) 

(+7.5%) 

(-2.1%) 

(+8.2%) 

(+0.7%) 
(-6.4 % ) 
(-2.3%) 

Far De 
Flux 

1.52334-3 

1.54905-3 
1.42068-3 
1.44568-3 

1.55355-3 
1.42638-3 
1.44975-3 

-9.354 18-4 
2.03553-4 

1.98395-3 
1.62514-3 
1.91 175-3 
1.5376&3 

trelative to MCNP results. 

ector 
I Errort 

n/a 

(+ 1.7%) 
(-6.7%) 
(-5.1%) 

~ (+2.0%) 
'I (-6.4%) 
I /  (-4.8%) 

- 
' (-86.6%) 

(+30.2%) 
I1 1 (+6.7%) 
'(+25.5%) 

(+0.9%) 

Rat io 
Ratio 

67.9 

67.3 
70.2 
70.3 

66.0 
68.5 
69.5 

- 
550.1 

51.1 
64.1 
50.7 
65.8 

Errort 

(-0.9%) 
(+3.4%) 
(+3.6%) 

(-2.8%) 
(+0.8%) 
(+2.3%) 

- 
(+710%) 

(-24.7%) 
(-5.6%) 

(-25.4%) 
(+3.3%) 



Table 11. Benchmark Logging Problem 
Photon Source, 20 P.U. 

Ratio Far Detector Near Detector 
Errort 

n/a 

Errort 

n/a 

Ratio Flux 

1.13 148-5 

Flux 

2.12792-3 

2.64963-3 
2.670793 

2.12846-3$ 
2.01362-3$ 

2.8804 3-3 
2.89864-3 
2.29253-3 
2.33325-3 

Errort 

n/a 188.1 MCNP 

(+ 24.5%) 
(+25.5%) 

(-2.6%) 
(+ .003%) 

(+ 35.4%) 

(+7.7%) 
(+36.2%) 

(+9.6%) 

LENA3D LL 
4cm P1 S6 
4cm P1 S8 
4cm P3 S6 
4cm P3 S8 

(+6.2%) 
(+6.9%) 
(- 11.7%) 
(-12.7%) 

(+36.1%) 

(+ 14.5%) 
(+17.5%) 

(+39.7%) 

(+17.3%) 
(+ 17.4%) 
(+10.3%) 
(+14.6%) 

(-0.5%) 
(-2.5 %) 

(-6.7%) 
(-5.9%) 

220.6 
220.7 
207.5 
215.5 

187.1 
183.4 
177.0 
175.4 

1.20133-5 
1.21000-5 
9.99455-6$ 
9.87613-6$ 

1.53943-5 
1.58078-5 1 

1.29517-5 ' 
1.32993-5, 

1.28734-5$ 
1 

2cm P1 S6 
2cm P1 S8 
2cm P3 S6 
2cm P3 S8 

LENA3D LD 
2cm P3 S8 (+ 13.8%) (+24.7%) 234.5 (+41.8%) 3.01834-3 

trelative to MCNP results. 
$group 1 flux was negative. 
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